NOTES: Birds in Bold type have been seen in Natural Area.

**BUTTERFLY WOODS NATURAL AREA**

**Field Check List**

September 2019

Date__________________Weather________________________

Time in field_________Distances____by car____by foot

Locality________________

Total Species__________________________Individuals

Observers______________________________

**season**

**S** - Spring, summer, and fall (migration and summer)

**M** - Migration (spring and late summer into fall)

**Ms** - Migration, but more numerous in spring than in fall

**MF** - Migration, but more numerous in fall than in spring

**W** - Winter (late fall through the winter)

**Y** - Year-round, in roughly the same number throughout year

**Ys** - Year-round, but more numerous in migration and summer

**Ym** - Year-round, but more numerous in migration

**YW** - Year-round, but more numerous in migration and winter

**Abundance**

**A** - Abundant: may be seen daily in suitable habitat, and counted in relatively large numbers

**C** - Common to fairly common: may be seen daily in suitable habitat, and counted in significant but not large numbers

**U** - Uncommon: may be seen in suitable habitat and season in relatively small numbers

**R** - Rare: seen infrequently and perhaps not even annually

**-R** - Very rarely seen, but several records exist for Larimer County

**V** - Visitor, casual or accidental; few records or only one record

**I** - Irregular: present in numbers some years; scarce other years

**BREEDING STATUS**

**B** - Confirmed breeder in Larimer County

**b** - Probable or possible breeder in Larimer County

No letter: non-breeder

Notable subspecies or color variants appear indented below species name.
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